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Education is not the piling on of learning, information, data,
facts, skills or abilities –that‟s training or instruction- but is
rather making visible what is hidden as a seed.
-Thomas Mere
How wonderful is to see what our kids are doing in school.
Well, some of them go home and explain everything in detail at
times even enact the teacher. But, what about those who
think parents know everything they do at school and need not
retell them.
For those who wanted to experience a moment of what “My
Child” has learnt till now? This day was an achievement in
itself.
Just 25 teaching days till the D-day and the kids were
amazing. With FA‟s lined up it was like a revision session for
them. Parents - who took a day off or had taken half day left
their important tasks away and attended the MLV. A big bow
from our side and regards to them. Those who missed due to
prior appointments will get a glimpse from the pictures.

# What exactly was MLV about?
Culmination of different subjects and how they could be
shown with hands on activities.
# How did it help my child?
Views were taken from children about how they would like to
present, explain and rehearse. Knowing about a particular
topic is not just the objective. Here the objective was –„All
students were able to keep aside their fear of facing the
crowd and were able to speak about a particular topic.‟
The end process was that they learnt prior planning, collecting
resources, arranging, and distribution of work, presenting,
speaking about what they knew and answering queries along
with making the whole process lively.
Parents have given their feedback verbally, and also in writing
through mail and it will surely help us in the long run.
Teachers along with parents will be able to guide children on
the right path to progress with their ideas and presentation.

